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Who		
we are?
The main goal of the ecological politics of Azerbaijan
Republic is ensuring the development for providing
needs of the present and the future generation by
protecting ecological systems, per effective use of
economic power and natural resources.
Our company realizes that, managing business must
be organized such as reflecting ecological problems.
Our main goal is development and protection of the
responsible culture at Ecopark MMC.
It comes from the fact that, the main target of our
business is preventing pollution during the process.
Ecopark MMC pays attention to the development of
positive and active ecological culture not only for
internal, also for suppliers and contractors.
Activity of Ecopark MMC is diverted to protecting
and improving the environment in order to reduce
environmental impact.
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LIVING
WALLS

Greenness, which is required for ecology, live
walls which are constructed on inner and outer
walls, beautifies city and buildings, synthesizes
oxygen for human.
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STREET
CHARGE

Street Charge is connected to any electronic
device via special plug without harming the
environment by collecting energy from the sun.

BRIEF SOLUTION
Included to the installation:
Public parks, paid entertainment
venues, retail state areas, university
campuses, united game playgrounds.

USAGE OF SOLAR
ENERGY
Offer on the way for people who
is rushing among office, cafe and
home. It’s the best choice for parks,
playgrounds, campuses, transit
shelter, briefly, any places where
people gathered.
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Street Charge increases electronic power
of a device and makes the city modern and
beautiful.

INSTALLED CABLES
Phone can charge via USB cable
until 6 o’clock. Firm as a wall. Air and
pressure-resistant.
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GREEN
ENERGY

Air and pressure-resistant “GreenEnergy” LED
lights are designed for working in difficult
conditions in industry, service, shipbuilding,
event and construction fields.
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THE MOST POWERFUL
LED LIGHTS
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Due to having easy light structure, it’s drop and
impact –resistant. The heart of this innovative
ligt is its LED module, which is prepared from
solid and high quality components.

Energy and exploitation expenses (annual consumption of 500 light lamps)
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GreenEnergy
LED lights

Energy-saving light
26W

Fluorescent lamp
2x36W

Free service and low energy consumption.

Personal colors and brand.

“GreenEnergy” lights are very economical. It
doesn’t need to change lamp part or technical
service. Energy consumption is very low, in all
24W. Expiry of “GreenEnergy” lights is more
than 30.000 hours, it’s for years.

“GreenEnergy” light is made according to color
and logo of each company (buyer or customer).
This allows each company to recognize its
lights when the area is ready. The income,
gained from area is quite high. Also, other
installations can be done: cable length, plug,
socket and voltages.

High-quality light.
360° light consumption and lower green
light is an ideal choice for construction fields.
Changeable design makes the carriage and
inventory process fast and easy.
Voltage Parameters.

“GreenEnergy” is a reliable choice.
Choosing “GreenEnergy” means minimum
obstacle at work. Focus on your work, which
you do perfectly, leave us the efficient lighting
of the areas.

There is network and low-voltage version
of “GreenEnergy”. Both of them are installed
to the main cable and cable system easily.
Management solutions of the enlightenment
process are included to “GreenEnergy”
package.
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ROBSTEP

It’s a form of transport, which is powered by
electricity, working without releasing gas and
harming environment. Robstep can be placed
easily on the body of the machine due to its
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appearance and functionality. Also, it’s a device,
which delivers human where needed in time
without wearing down him/her.

TURNING RADIUS
CHARGING TIME

4 HRS

TURNS ON
THE SPOT

POWER SCURCE

CHARGING REQUIREMENTS

LITHIUM
BATTERY

100-240
VOLTS
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BIOTOILET

Armal toilets are an indicator of real
development at portable sanitation industry, in
addition being a result of years of experience.

SCENTED CUBE			
TOILET
“Scent Cube” is the first scented toilet of the world.
During manufacturing process different pleasant
fragrances are placed on the wall panels of the cabin
depending on customers’ wishes.

The scented cabin has a beautiful and convenient
design, which responds details, also requirements of
mobile toilet operators, which differ special products.
Fragrances keep their function in the most extreme
temperature.
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Our products are resistant to ultra-violet rays
due to made from high-density polyethylene.

TWIN AND TRIPLE
CUBE TOILETS
ARMAL company presents one of its
practical products – “Twin and Triple
Cube” because of always meeting
demands of the consumer at high level.
Changing room, shower and mobile
toilet are included to this product. But
combinations can be changed due to
customer’s wish.
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T: (+99412) 464 1025 / 26
info@ecopark.az
www.ecopark.az
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